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ORDINANCES

Chapter 8 -- INDUSTRIAL SAFETY
Sec. 8-1. Specifications for granite wire saws.
The owner, operator or custodian of any granite wire saw which is located in the city and using
sheaves (grooved wheels or grooved pulleys) with any cast iron construction, shall, while such
wire saw is in use and operation, provide said sheaves, (grooved wheels and grooved pulleys)
with safety collars and wire guide blocks, or other adequate device, which will prevent such
sheave, grooved wheel or pulley from rotating at a speed greater than that required for the
normal operation of such sheave, grooved wheels or pulleys.
Sec. 8-2. Acquisition or repair of certain wire saws prohibited.
On and after the passage of this Code, no owner, operator or custodian shall acquire, or replace,
or repair any sheave or grooved wheel or pulley used in the operation of a wire saw, which has
cast iron construction in whole or in part. This restriction shall not apply to those presently using
sheaves or grooved wheels or pulleys as long as they are safely usable and have adequate safety
devices as required by this chapter.
Sec. 8-3. Right of entry; penalty for refusal.
The council, the city manager or any person designated and authorized by either or them, shall be
permitted to enter upon premises used and occupied for industrial or commercial purposes for the
purpose of inspecting and determining whether or not machines and equipment operated by such
establishments are in compliance with existing ordinances of the city.
The owner or custodian of such property ordered to be inspected by the council or manager
refusing permission for such inspection shall be fined not more than twenty-five dollars ($25.00).
Sec. 8-4. Violations; penalty.
Violation of any provision of this chapter shall be subject to a fine of not more than fifty dollars
($50.00) for each offense.
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